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Quantum step heights in hysteresis loops of molecular magnets
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We present an analytical theory on the heights of the quantum steps observed in the hysteresis loops of
molecular magnets. By considering the dipolar interaction between molecular spins, our theory successfully
yields the step heights measured in experiments, and reveals a scaling law for the dependence of the heights on
the sweeping rates hidden in the experimental data. With this theory, we show how to accurately determine the
tunnel splitting of a single molecular spin from the step heights and the sample geometry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Crystals of molecular magnets, such as Fe8 and Mn12,
have attracted much attention for their connection to mac
scopic quantum tunneling and Berry phase.1–4 They may
also have important applications in magnetic memory a
quantum computing.4,5 The earliest and most spectacular o
servation on such a system is the quantum steps in the
teresis loop of magnetization at low temperatures.1

These quantum steps are a manifestation of macrosc
quantum tunneling, resulting from the tunneling between d
ferent spin states of large molecular spins (S510 for both
Fe8 and Mn12, S59/2 for Mn4). This has become more ob
vious in Refs. 6,7, where the hysteresis loop was found
converge under a very low temperature, reaching the p
quantum tunneling regime. This tunneling phenomenon
complicated by the interaction between spins and other
vironmental effects. Despite extensive efforts,8 there have
been no successful theories that can explain any of the
features quantitatively.

In this paper we present a successful theory on the he
of the quantum steps in the hysteresis loop when the t
perature is low enough that the thermal effects can be
glected. Since the height measures the tunneling probab
between different spin states, it is the most prominent fea
of the quantum step, and holds the key to understandin
the underlying tunneling dynamics. In Fig. 1, we ha
adapted the experimental data on Fe8 from Ref. 6, and show
how the step height between spin statesSz5610 changes
with the sweeping rates. The data are compared to
Landau-Zener~LZ! model,9 which has been used to extra
the tunnel splittingD of a single molecular spin from the ste
height.4,10When we fit the LZ model with the data at the fa
sweeping regime, there is a dramatic difference at s
sweepings: a two-third suppression.

By taking into account the dipolar interaction betwe
molecular spins, our theory successfully gives the s
heights measured in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 1.
physical mechanisms influencing step heights are identifi
spin shuffling in the evolving distribution of dipolar fields
andjammingamong spins in the resonance window. Furth
more, our theory reveals ana/D2 scaling law for the depen
dence of the heights on the sweeping ratea of the external
field. This law is confirmed by the collapse of the experime
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tal data in terms of the scaled sweeping rates~see Fig. 3!. As
a direct application of our theory, we show that the tunn
splitting D8 measured with the LZ method4,10 is not the true
tunnel splittingD of a single molecular spin. We find that th
ratio D8/D depends strongly on the sample geometry~shape
and lattice structure!. In our theory there are no adjustab
parameters.

II. THEORY

We argue that nuclear spins do not appreciably affect
tunneling dynamics under a fast sweeping field except fo
modification of the tunnel splitting. In the relaxatio
experiments11 where the external field remains constant, t
tunneling is strongly affected by the nuclear spins as rec
nized by Prokof’ev and Stamp.12 However, in the sweeping
field experiments, the role of nuclear spins is marginaliz
by the sweeping fields. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 6
Ref. 7, where the relaxation with a constant external field
shown to be much slower than the one with a sweeping fi
of the slowest rate applied 0.04 mT/s.

We consider spin lattices, such as crystals of Fe8 , Mn12,
and Mn4, in which the spins interact with each other throu
the dipolar potential,

d~rW !5
ED~123 cos2u!V0

r 3 , ~1!

FIG. 1. Comparison between the experimental data on Fe8,6 the
LZ model, and our theory. The normalized step heightdM /2Ms is
the final fraction of up-spinsF f in after one sweep.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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where rW is the displacement vector between the spins,u is
the angle betweenrW and the easy axis,V0 is the unit-cell
volume, andED5(2m0/4p)(SgmB)2/V0 gives the interac-
tion strength. Our theory will be compared to the experime
mainly on crystals of Fe8 where the experimental data o
step heights are the most abundant.6,7 For simplicity, we fo-
cus on one step, that is, the tunneling between two spin s
~for example,Sz5610 for Fe8); it is rather straightforward
to extend our theory to study multistep tunneling.

A. Evolution equation

We now have a system of Ising spins sitting at each site
a lattice. In a sweeping magnetic field along the easy a
the spins will flip from one state to the other back and fo
as a result of the tunneling driven by the sweeping. Howe
at any given moment, only a small fraction of spins are fl
ping by being in the resonance window while the oth
remain static. This can be understood by first considering
isolated spin in a sweeping field, which can be describ
exactly with the LZ model. In the LZ model the flippin
occurs mainly in a tunneling time interval, when the Zeem
energy bias13 g52gmBSm0H between the two spin state
caused by the changing external field becomes very sm
ugu<Dwin/2. This tunneling time defines the resonance w
dow, whose widthDwin is the tunnel splittingD at the adia-
batic limit and A2a (a5\dg/dt) in the sudden limit.14

Similarly for a spin interacting with other spins in a lattic
its resonance window is defined by

ug1j i u<Dwin/2, ~2!

wherej i is the Zeeman energy of spini caused by the dipola
field from other spins. Since the dipolar fields felt by spi
are a distribution, only a small fraction of spins are in t
resonance window at any given moment.

With this physical picture in mind, we can write down th
evolution equation for the fractionF of up-spins. If spins in
the resonant window flip with probabilityPwin , we have

dF

dg
5~122F !D~2g,F !Pwin , ~3!

whereD(j,F) is the normalized distribution of dipolar field
with the fractionF of up-spins randomly located througho
the lattice, andg5at represents the sweeping field. Th
combination (122F)D(2g,F) is the difference between
the fractions of up-spins and down-spins in the resona
window. We want to solve Eq.~3! with the initial condition
F50, that is, all the spins point downward at the beginnin
The resultF f in5F(g→`) is the fraction of up-spins at th
end of the sweep, or the normalized heightdM /2Ms of the
quantum step between the two spin states. However, we
to first find whatPwin is, and how to calculate the distribu
tion functionD(j,F).

B. Flipping probability inside resonance windows

Without the dipolar interaction, the flipping probabilit
Pwin would be given by the LZ model, that is,Pwin5Plz
22440
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512exp(2pD2/2a). With the dipolar interaction, it is no
longer trivial to calculatePwin . During the tunneling time
defined byDwin /a, a spin inside the resonance window fee
two kinds of dipolar fields: one from spins outside the wi
dow, the other from spins inside the window and trying
flip together. The former remains static during the short-ti
flipping process; it merely defines the position of the re
nance window and does not affect the flipping probability.
contrast, the latter is changing with time, and will strong
affect Pwin .

To account for this effect, we use a mean-field theo
treating each spin inside the resonance window equally.
interaction is described by adding a nonlinear termh
5(J/2)(ubu22uau2) into the LZ model,

i
d

dt S a

bD 5S g

2
1h

D

2

D

2
2

g

2
2h

D S a

bD . ~4!

This nonlinear LZ model was first proposed in the context
Bose-Einstein condensates in optical lattices.15 The mean-
field interaction constantJ is proportional to the averag
fraction of spins in the resonant window and is calculated

J/D5J0A112a/D2D~2g,F !~122F !2, ~5!

where J05( jd(rW j ) is the dipolar field when all the spin
point in the same direction. In the derivation of Eq.~5!, we
have taken advantage of the inverse cubic law of the dip
field.

The probabilityPwin is then given by the flipping prob
ability Pnlz obtained with this nonlinear model, which ha
been solved numerically and plotted in Fig. 2. The flippi
probability is suppressed for positiveJ/D and enhanced for
negativeJ/D, compared with the linear LZ probability. Fur
thermore, we have found that the nonlinear LZ flipping pro
ability depends on only two parameters,Pnlz
5Pnlz(a/D2,J/D), and it has an approximate expression,

FIG. 2. The flipping probability obtained with the nonlinear L
model. J/D50.0 corresponds to the linear LZ model. The fli
ping probability is suppressed for positiveJ, and enhanced for
negativeJ.
1-2
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Pnlz
215Plz

211
A2

p

J

D
APnlz. ~6!

The details of these results can be found in Ref. 15.

C. Distribution of dipolar fields

The remaining task is to calculate the distribution of loc
fields. The dipolar field felt by a spin in the lattice, consis
of two parts: one is the demagnetization field from the sp
very far away; the other from the neighboring spins insid
ball Br of radius r;(ED /D)1/3. Since the demagnetizatio
jdm is contributed by the distant spins, it is independent
the lattice structure and only depends on the sample sh
and the fraction of up-spins. Our calculation shows t
jdm52CED(2F21), where the constantC is called the
shape coefficient and can be calculated theoretically.16 On
the other hand, the dipolar field from the neighboring spin
a distribution depending on the lattice structure. With its c
ter shifted by the demagnetization field, the overall distrib
tion function is~see Appendix A for details!

D~j,F !5E dk

2p
D̄~k,F !eik(j2jdm), ~7!

where

D̄~k,F !5 )
rW jÞ0

@~12F !e2 ikd(rW j )1Feikd(rW j )#. ~8!

The distribution functions calculated with Eq.~7! are com-
pared to a Monte Carlo simulation in Fig. 4; there is
excellent agreement.

The above discussions indicate that the parameterJ0 also
consists of two parts,J05(Br

d(rW)12CED . The first part is

only related to the crystal structure; for the triclinic Fe8, cen-
tered tetragonal Mn12, and hexagonal Mn4 its value is
3.98ED , 1.15ED , and 12.63ED , respectively.

FIG. 3. Comparison between our theory and experiments.
experimental data on Fe8 isotopes from Ref. 6, which have differen
tunnel splittingsD, collapse on the same curve, demonstrating
a/D2 scaling law. The inset shows the collapse of the data for M4

Ref. 10, whoseD is varied by changing the transverse field. T
slight deviation in the adiabatic regimea/D2,0.5 is likely caused
by the ‘‘hole digging’’ mechanism~Ref. 17!.
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III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

Combining Eqs.~3!–~8!, we can integrate the evolutio
Eq. ~3! with the initial conditionF50. The results for the
tunneling between the two spin statesS5610 of Fe8 are
plotted in Fig. 3. With the horizontal axis taken asa/D2, the
experimental data for three different isotopes of Fe8 collapse
onto the curve given by our theory. This ‘‘collapse’’ is ex
pected:D and a enter Eq.~3! only in the combination of
a/D2 throughPnlz . This remarkable scaling law, along wit
the excellent agreement of our theory with the experime
strongly supports our previous argument that nuclear sp
do not appreciably affect the flipping dynamics of the m
lecular spins, except for modifying the tunnel splittin
through hyperfine coupling. This scaling law is further co
firmed by a set of new experimental data on a different s
tem, Mn4 with S5 9

2 .10 By changing the transversal magnet
field from 0 T to 0.085 T, the tunnel splitting of Mn4 is
varied almost by an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, th
data collapse perfectly onto a single curve, as seen in
inset of Fig. 3.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND PREDICTIONS

A. Jamming

One more important feature in Figs. 1 and 3 is the stro
suppression of the quantum step height, compared with
predictions of the LZ model. Two physical mechanisms a
behind the suppression. One is the jamming among spin
the resonance window. Due to the sample shape18 and with
the shortest lattice vector being along the easy axis, the
polar interaction between spins in Fe8 is very much ferro-
magnetic, yielding a positive coupling constantJ.0. As
seen in Fig. 2, the flipping probabilityPnlz is suppressed
from Plz for this case.

e

e

FIG. 4. Change of the internal field distribution in a sweepi
field. The results are calculated from a Monte Carlo simulati
where a triclinic lattice of Fe8 is used with 10 229 sites and a sphe
cal shape. Other parameters are,EDV051, Dwin50.1, andPwin

51. The broadened vertical line represents the resonance win
The dashed lines are calculated from Eq.~7!, showing an excellent
agreement with the solid line.
1-3
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This jamming effect is more significant in the fast swee
ing regime, where there are more spins in the resonance
dow due to the broadened window width and narrow dipo
field distribution. Our calculation finds suppression of up
13% due to this mechanism. However, this does not acco
for all the suppression, especially for the slow sweeping li
where the resonant window is narrower and the distribut
function is wider.

Of course, it is possible to haveJ,0, which happens
when the easy axis of a molecular magnet is not along
shortest lattice axis or when the sample crystal has a m
smaller dimension along the easy axis than the other
dimensions. Once this is the case, we may call this ef
antijamming.

B. Shuffling

The other mechanism is the shuffling of spins across
spectrum of the dipolar distributionD(j,F). As other spins
flip, the dipolar fieldj i felt by spin i is altered and thus get
shuffled to a different part of the spectrum. In particul
many spins that are yet to be brought into resonance can
shuffled into the swept part of the spectrum, losing th
chances of flipping. This is confirmed by our Monte Ca
simulation, where the position of the resonance window
updated after the spins in the window are flipped with pro
ability Pwin . In Fig. 4, we show how the dipolar distributio
function changes with the sweeping field in one simulat
with Pwin51. Many spins in the main peak are shuffled in
the two right peaks. This dominant shuffling to the right
related to the largely ferromagnetic character of the dipo
interaction between spins. A careful tracking in our simu
tion shows that about 50% of the spins are never brought
resonance and flip zero times, 28% flip once, and 12%
twice. This shuffling mechanism gives an intuitive picture
the physics hidden in the evolution Eq.~3!.

C. Shape effect

With our theory, we can accurately determine the tun
splitting D of a single molecule from the measured quant
step height. The LZ method4,10 has been used to accomplis
this, extracting an effective tunnel splittingD8 from a step
height with F f in512exp(2pD82/2a). However, the effec-
tive splitting D8 is not necessarily the true splittingD as the
LZ model is inadequate to give the correct step height.

Let us consider the fast sweeping limit, where the mag
tization is very small. In this case, the dipolar field distrib
tion Eq. ~3! is a Lorentzian19

D~j,F !5
d/p

~j2jc!
21d2 , ~9!

where jc5(Br
d(rW)12CED(2F21) and d

5(16p235/2)EDF. With the new variablesf 5F/Plz ,x
5g/EDPlz , one can rewrite Eq.~3! and immediately notice
that the evolution equation in terms off andx is independent
of Plz andED ~see details in Appendix B!. It means that, in
the fast sweeping regime, the ratioF f in /Plz 5 (D8/D)2

tends to a constant depending only onC andJ0 /ED , which
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describe the geometry of the sample: its shape and la
structure. This asymptotic relation explains why theD8 is not
necessarily the trueD of a single molecule.

We have calculated the ratioD8/D and its dependence o
the shape coefficientC for three different molecular magnet
Fe8 , Mn12,1 and Mn4 as shown in Fig. 5. With this, one ca
obtain the real tunnel splitting from the corresponding s
height given the shape of the sample. For the Fe8 sample
used in the experiments6 the shape coefficientC51.4,18

which yieldsD8/D.0.73.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied the quantum step height
the hysteresis loop of crystals of molecular magnets. T
underlying physics is the spin tunneling in such systems
der sweeping fields. We have identified two physical mec
nisms causing the strong suppression of step heights at
sweeping rates. They are the shuffling of spins across
spectrum of the distribution of dipolar fields and the jam
ming among spins inside the resonance window. With
analytical theory, we have explained an experiment, revea
a scaling law hidden in the existing experimental data, a
predicted the shape effect on the measurement of the tu
splitting with the LZ method.
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APPENDIX A: DISTRIBUTION OF DIPOLAR FIELDS

Consider a lattice of dipolar interacting Ising spins wi
fractionF of up-spins randomly scattered over the lattice. W
want to calculate the distributionD(j,F) of dipolar fieldsj
felt by each spin in the lattice.

We proceed by noticing that when the lattice is lar
enough, N@100, this is equivalent to each spin havin
a probability of F pointing upward. Therefore, with
sj (561) denoting the spin at sitej, we can write down the
distribution function as

FIG. 5. The dependence ofD8/D on the shape coefficient.D is
the true tunnel splitting;D8 is the tunnel splitting measured by th
LZ method~Ref. 4!.
1-4
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D~j,F !5 (
m50

N

Fm~12F !N2m (
$si %m

dS j2(
j 51

N

sjdj D ,

~A1!

wheredj5d(rW j ) is the dipolar field generated by spinj, and
the second summation is over all the possible configurat
that havem spins up.

The distribution function D(j,F) can be calculated
through its Fourier transform

D̄~k,F !5E djD~j,F !e2 ikj

5 (
m50

N

Fm~12F !N2m (
$si %m

e2 ik(
j 51

N

sjdj

5)
j 51

N

@Fe2 ikdj1~12F !eikdj #. ~A2!

Together with another Fourier transform

D~j,F !5E dk

2p
D̄~k,F !eikj, ~A3!

we have derived Eq.~7! in the main text.
WhenF!1, we have

D̄~k,F !'expS 22F(
j 51

N

cos~kdj !D , ~A4!

from which one can show thatD(j,F) is a Lorentzian. Note
that the distributionD(j,F) is normalized*2`

` djD(j,F)
51, which can be verified easily with Eq.~A1!.

APPENDIX B: FAST SWEEPING REGIME

In this appendix, we solve the evolution equation

dF

dg
5~122F !D~2g,F !PnlzS D2

a
,

J

D D , ~B1!

in the fast sweeping regimea→`.
In this regime, only a very small portion of spins flip, th

is, F!1. As a result, during the whole sweeping process,
distribution function is a Lorentzian18

D~j,F !5
d/p

~j2jc!
21d2 , ~B2!

where jc5(Br
d(rW)12 CED(2F21) and d

5(16p2/35/2)EDF. On the other hand, in this fast sweepin
regime, the nonlinear LZ flipping probabilityPnlz!1 is very
small and is well approximated with Eq.~6!.

We move on by introducing new variables,

f 5F/Plz , x5
g

EDPlz
. ~B3!
22440
s

e

We notice that we have the freedom to shift the center of
distribution D(j,F) by a constant without changing th
physics. It leads us to

D~g,F !5
1

EDPlz
D̃~x, f !, ~B4!

where

D̃~x, f !5

16p2

35/2
f /p

~x24C f !21S 16p2

35/2
f D 2 . ~B5!

Along the other line, sincea→`, we have

Plz512exp~2pD2/2a!'
pD2

2a
, ~B6!

and

J/D5J0A112a/D2D~2g,F !~122F !2

5
J0

ED
Ap

1

Plz
3/2

D̃~2x, f !~122Plzf !2. ~B7!

SinceJ0}ED , J0 /ED is independent ofED . With the intro-
duction of another scaled variable

j 5
J0

ED
ApD̃~2x, f !, ~B8!

we can rewrite Eq.~6! as

1

P
511A2 j

p
AP, ~B9!

where we have usedPlz!1 and the notationP5Pnlz /Plz .
Finally, the evolution Eq.~B1! assumes the following

form:

d f

dx
5D̃~2x, f !P. ~B10!

What is remarkable of this equation is that it does not dep
on the two parametersED andPlz . However, it does depend
on the geometry of the sample: shape throughC and lattice
structure throughJ0 /ED . Solving this equation gives us

f ~x→`!5
F f in

Plz
5

12exp~2pD82/2a!

12exp~2pD2/2a!
'S D8

D D 2

.

~B11!

Therefore, the ratioD8/D is independent of the sweepin
rates in the fast sweeping regime; this explains the satura
of the measured tunnel splittingD8 found in Refs. 6,7. On
the other hand, the ratio does depend on the sample ge
etry, which can be verified by retooling the same sample
different shapes.
1-5
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